PURE PERFORMANCE
PILLOWTOP COLLECTION

THE
PILLOWTOP
COLLECTION
Luxury and technology blend seamlessly in our exquisite
Pillowtop Collection.
Beautiful beds expertly crafted with a unique mattress topper,
the Pillowtop Collection incorporates a luxurious cushioning
that you sleep in rather than on. Each one being individually crafted.
Featuring our innovative Cortec™ spring system; delivering
sensational comfort. Heat sealed and glue-free Cortec™ springs
are 100% recyclable and zero to landfill. While every strand of
sumptuous cashmere, silk, natural cotton and wool is specifically
chosen to offer the maximum comfort.
This is sleep as you’ve never experienced it.

Innovation never sleeps
at the Harrison Spinks factory

Topped to perfection
Expertly crafted with a unique mattress topper, each bed seamlessly blends nature and
technology for perfect posture, support, comfort and luxury. The integrated topper provides
an extra level of sumptuous comfort that you sleep in, rather than on, for the best possible
night’s sleep.

When we make a mattress we don’t follow formulas, we follow our imaginations.
At the core of every one of our Pillowtop mattresses is our world first Cortec™ spring system.
Five years in the making, these innovative springs are 100% recyclable and glue-free,
uniting sustainability and comfort seamlessly. This increases support and ensures your
good night’s sleep is better than ever.

Cortec™

The Angelique 5900 has a soft and comfortable cushion,
which sits above the supportive core of Cortec™ springs.
The layers of springs within the topper create a responsive
sleeping sanctuary that prevents the upholstery fillings from
compacting; this maintains the loft without having to turn
the mattress.

A new dawn for comfort technology, 100% comfortable and
100% recyclable. Cortec™ is our world first ground breaking
glue free pocket spring system. With smaller, finer, more
tightly coiled springs, which are individually pocketed to
provide superior comfort, no glue is used in the construction
meaning they are 100% recyclable. These springs never lose
their height and are distributed at a high density to create
more points of contact, providing greater contour accuracy.

HD Airflow
Made with our lightweight titanium alloy, these springs
are highly flexible, working completely independently of
each other. The three-dimensional support means they can
adapt to your body’s contours to relieve pressure and give
greater comfort and lumbar support. They ensure the fillings
always push back to their original position and along with
their construction, channel air through the mattress fillings,
directing it to the surface.

Microlution
These small and supremely resilient springs are
comprised of a tall mini spring enclosed with a High
Density (HD) spring. Contouring to your body, the
thousands of springs in each layer keep your spine
in alignment and help to reduce pressure points.
Retaining their height and working against the
settlement of your mattress fillings.

With more fillings and springs; the Giverny 9600, Villandry
13600 and Versailles 21400 models benefit from our HD
and Microlution 5000 Airflow springs. Their sumptuous
natural fillings include a wool and viscose blend, natural wool
and cotton, with the Versailles 21400 model also featuring
silk; the strongest of the natural fibres.

Posturfil
Flexible low-height springs encased in breathable
pockets for enhanced ventilation. Posturfil springs
react instantly to the sleeper’s movements, providing
targeted support, relieving pressure and promoting
correct spinal alignment.

Luxurious ingredients
When it comes to fillings for our beds, only the very best will do. For us that means sourcing the
finest environmentally friendly materials and eliminating the use of foam for more sustainable
options.

Wool

Hemp

Viscose

Soft, springy and naturally supportive. Wool is adept at wicking away
moisture and helps to regulate body temperature, keeping you warm
and dry as you sleep. It is also anti-bacterial, anti-static and as it’s
inherently fire retardant, there’s no need to use chemicals in any
of the fillings within our beds.

Sourced from our own farm and other local farmers. Grown
completely naturally without the use of pesticides, hemp is
absorbent, naturally resistant to mildew and has excellent
sustainable credentials.

Versatile and lightweight, viscose is often seen as a man-made fibre,
however it is a cellulose derived from the wood pulp of eucalyptus,
beech and pine trees. Due to it’s breathable properties, viscose
provides a fresh night’s sleep.

Cotton and
Egyptian Cotton

Silk

Resilient Ecofibre

Cashmere

The strongest of the natural fibres, silk is a soft and luxurious protein
fibre found in our very best beds. With moisture absorbing qualities
perfect for regulating body temperature, silk is the most sumptuous
of fillings.

A mattress filling that is composed of recycled materials, creating a
sustainable mattress pad. Resilient Ecofibre is also fully recyclable
at the end of the mattresses lifetime.

Soft and smooth but also highly resilient. While the outer layer is
durable, the fine soft under down is lighter and more insulating
than other wools.

Soft, durable and highly absorbent, cotton has strong moisture
wicking properties. While Egyptian cotton is softer with its super
fine strands, keeping you cool and dry.

We are
The True Bedmakers
Each bed within the Pure Performance Pillowtop
Collection is handmade by artisan bedmakers and
tailored to each individual customer. There’s no such
thing as one mattress fits all.
That’s why, whatever kind of sleep you enjoy there’s
no better place to enjoy it than a Harrison Spinks
Pure Performance Pillowtop mattress.

Our craftsmen and women hand sew, side
stitch and tuft each mattress, while we have
brought weaving back to Yorkshire by weaving
our own ChemFRee mattress fabric on our
own looms.

We tailor each bed to the size and
firmness of your choice, we can even
tailor each side of the same mattress
to different levels of firmness.

Sustainably sourced wood is used in our
divan bases, while each headboard is
upholstered by hand.

ANGELIQUE 5900

GIVERNY 9600

MATTRESS SPRING COUNT 5900,
TE 2500 BASE OR PLATFROM TOP BASE

MATTRESS SPRING COUNT 9600,
TE 2500 BASE OR PLATFROM TOP BASE

FEATURING A NATURAL COTTON BLEND

FEATURING A NATURAL WOOL BLEND

Inside the Angelique mattress there are 5900 HD 2500 titanium alloy and supportive Cortec™ springs
working in partnership with plush natural fillings of wool, viscose and natural cotton.

The Giverny is topped with a natural wool, viscose and cotton blend working alongside Microlution
5000 Airflow springs to provide a soft, luxurious and contouring sleeping surface.

Individually pocketed; the Cortec™ springs provide greater contour accuracy, while soft and springy wool
has temperature regulating properties, the cotton wicks away moisture to provide a fresh
night’s sleep. Choose from gently supportive, medium support or firm support.

The Giverny has a total of 9600 springs within the mattress, featuring our 100% recyclable and high
density Cortec™ springs and breathable Posturfil pocket springs, promoting correct spinal alignment.
Choose from gently supportive, medium support or firm support.

Mattress: Angelique 5900 Headboard: Deco Deep
Base: Reinforced Platform Top Base
Fabric: Italiano Viola

Mattress: Giverny 9600 Headboard: Nouveau Strut
Base: True Edge Base with 2500 Pocket Springs
Fabric: Herbrides Oatmeal

COMFORT FROM NATURAL FILLINGS

SUPERIOR AWARD-WINNING SUPPORT

FOR YOUR HEALTH & WELLBEING

COMFORT FROM NATURAL FILLINGS

SUPERIOR AWARD-WINNING SUPPORT

FOR YOUR HEALTH & WELLBEING

Wool & Viscose Blend

Natural Cotton Blend

Resilient Ecofibre

Cortec Spring System

HD 2500 Titanium Alloy Springs

Double Side-Stitching

Non-turn, Rotate Only

HD Airflow Breathable Springs

Glue-free

In-house Woven ChemFRee Sleep Surface

Wool & Viscose Blend

Natural Wool Blend

Natural Cotton Blend

Resilient Ecofibre

Cortec Spring System

Microlution 5000 Airflow Spring System

Posturfil Pocket Springs

Double Side-Stitching

Non-turn, Rotate Only

HD Airflow Breathable Springs

Glue-free

In-house Woven ChemFRee Sleep Surface

™

™

VILLANDRY 13600

VERSAILLES 21400

MATTRESS SPRING COUNT 13600,
TE 2500 BASE OR PLATFROM TOP BASE

MATTRESS SPRING COUNT 21400,
TE 2500 BASE OR PLATFROM TOP BASE

FEATURING A NATURAL COTTON & HEMP BLEND

FEATURING A SILK, CASHMERE & YORKSHIRE WOOL BLEND

This mattress boasts 13600 independently working springs, offering the ultimate in sleeping luxury.
With innovative Cortec™ pocket springs at its core to provide superior comfort, layered with
HD 4000 lightweight titanium alloy, Microlution 5000 Airflow and Posturfil springs.

The definitive choice for a superior sleeping experience, the Versailles has a combined
spring count of 21400. Individually pocketed, glue-free Cortec™, supremely resilient
Microlution 5000 Airflow and highly flexible HD titanium alloy springs,
provide targeted support and relieve pressure.

Fillings include a wool and viscose blend, natural cotton, home-grown hemp and springy wool, all held
in place by the sumptuous hand tufting, with three rows of side stitching for edge to edge support.
Choose from gently supportive, medium support or firm support.

Meanwhile the mattresses’ natural upholstery fillings, including silk, cashmere, Yorkshire wool, Egyptian
cotton and viscose elevate the levels of plush comfort in this truly sumptuous mattress.
Choose from gently supportive, medium support or firm support.

Mattress: Villandry 13600 Headboard: Henley Deep
Base: True Edge Shallow Base with 2500 Pocket Springs
Fabric: Italiano Cielo

Mattress: Versailles 21400 Headboard: Lalique Deep
Base: True Edge Base with 2500 Pocket Springs
Fabric: Greek Islands Aubergine

COMFORT FROM NATURAL FILLINGS

SUPERIOR AWARD-WINNING SUPPORT

FOR YOUR HEALTH & WELLBEING

COMFORT FROM NATURAL FILLINGS

SUPERIOR AWARD-WINNING SUPPORT

FOR YOUR HEALTH & WELLBEING

Wool & Viscose Blend

Natural Cotton & Hemp Blend

Natural Wool Blend

Resilient Ecofibre

Cortec Spring System

Microlution 5000 Airflow Spring System

HD 4000 Titanium Alloy Springs

Posturfil Pocket Springs

Triple Side-Stitching

Non-turn, Rotate Only

HD Airflow Breathable Springs

Glue-free

In-house Woven ChemFRee Sleep Surface

Wool & Viscose Blend

Silk, Cashmere & Yorkshire Wool Blend

Egyptian Cotton Blend

Resilient Ecofibre

Cortec Spring System

Microlution 5000 Airflow Spring System

HD 4000 Titanium Alloy Springs

HD 2500 Titanium Alloy Springs

Triple Side-Stitching

Non-turn, Rotate Only

HD Airflow Breathable Springs

Glue-free

In-house Woven ChemFRee Sleep Surface

™

™

Inside stories
Inside all our beds lies a delicate combination of natural fillings and the latest
in spring technology.
The workings of a perfect night’s sleep.
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Wool and Viscose Blend

2. Natural Cotton Blend

2. Natural Wool Blend

2. Natural Cotton and Hemp Blend

2. Silk, Cashmere and Yorkshire Wool Blend

3. HD 2500 Titanium Alloy Springs

3. Natural Cotton Blend

3. Natural Wool Blend

3. Egyptian Cotton Blend

4. Resilient Ecofibre

4. Microlution 5000 Airflow Spring System

4. Microlution 5000 Airflow Spring System

4. Microlution 5000 Airflow Spring System

5. Cortec™ Spring System

5. Resilient Ecofibre

5. HD 4000 Titanium Alloy Springs

5. HD 4000 Titanium Alloy Springs

6. Resilient Ecofibre

6. Cortec™ Spring System

6. Resilient Ecofibre

6. HD 4000 Titanium Alloy Springs

7. Posturfil Pocket Springs

7. Cortec™ Spring System

7. HD 2500 Titanium Alloy Springs

8. Resilient Ecofibre

8. Posturfil Pocket Springs

8. Resilient Ecofibre

9. Resilient Ecofibre

9. Cortec™ Spring System
10. HD 2500 Titanium Alloy Springs
11. Resilient Ecofibre

Harrison Spinks Ltd. The Innovation Centre, Westland Road,
Leeds, West Yorkshire LS11 5SB
Tel: +44(0) 113 2055200 Fax: +44 (0) 113 2719739
Email: info@harrisonspinks.co.uk www.harrisonspinks.co.uk

